A hybrid system for computing a position, scale, rotation invariant (PSRI) feature set was investigated for use in automatic pattern recognition. Specifically, the first four ( p + p)fh (zeroth, first, second, and third) ordinary moments of a set of six objects were optically calculated. The process began with the creation of computer generated detour phase holograms. The resulting holograms were then used to produce wavefronts of the form zpyq. Next, each wavefront was imaged onto the object plane. The Fourier transform ( F T ) of this product (object transmittance times zPyq) was optically calculated. A camera recorded the intensity pattern in the FT plane. A normalization technique was developed t o account for the wide variation in beam intensities. The center value of this pattern was found using a frame grabber and an image analyzer. When scaled according t o the power meter readings, the center value was the ordinary moment of the object. All of the moment values were then digitally processed to form a PSRI feature set. Finally, the Euclidean distance separation between the object's PSRI features were calculated. This indicated that the hybrid calculated invariant moments could be used for pattern recognition.
Introduction
A lot of research has been conducted on pattern recognition algorithms which can be used for autonomous weapons. One variable is the feature set used. The moment feature set was first investigated in 1962 by Ming-Kuei Hu (11; 8:920) and was recently shown t o be suitable for tactical target recognition (6) . However, it has not been extensively used because of large digital processing requirements. This constraint could be alleviated by performing part of the calculations optically. This paper details a hybrid system t o calculate a position, scale, rotation invariant (PSRI) moment feature set for six objects (square, circle, triangle, tank, truck, and airplane). The ordina,ry moments of the objects were computed optically, then the PSR.1 feature set was found through digital post processing. The Euclidean distances between the moment vectors were calculated t o test for pattern recognition applicability.
Moments
The ( p + q ) f h ordinary moments of an object described by f(x,y) is defined as:
The various moments contain information necessary to classify the object. For example (1:442; 6):
1. mw indicates the object's scale, 2. n l o and mol indicates the object's location, and 3. mzo/moz indicate the object's height-tewidth ratio.
Therefore, the ordinary moments are highly variable to changes in Dosition. scale. and rotation of the obiect.
Mathematical manipulation of the ordinary moments can eliminate these variations. The central moment, pPq, is defined with respect to the object's centroid, resulting in shift invariance (8:925).
where Z taken "b" at a time is defined as: a, y E E, and the combination of "a" things 
Optical Calculations
The ordinary moments can be calculated optically with the setup shown in Figure 1 (2:395) . An uniform amplitude plane wave is incident on plane P I . Its transmittance, f(x,y), is imaged through a double Fourier transform ( F T ) onto plane Pz, rectangle was one half the cell width (7:498-499). The CGH was printed onto a transparency and photoreduced onto a high resolution glass slide. The final product transmitted light through the rectangles.
The hologram was placed in plane PI of the optical system shown in Figure 2 . An uniform amplitude plane wave was incident on the hologram. The FT of the hologram transmittance was located a t plane Pz. Since the hologram was a sampled wavefront, the F T was periodic. A spatial filter, which passed only one order of the transform, was placed in plane P 2 and a second F T taken, resulting in the desired wavefront at P3. This system requires a different mask for each moment. The method used to produce the masks for this research was the detour phase computer generated hologram (5). With this method, the paper on which the hologram was printed was divided into equally spaced cells. The desired wavefront, A(z, y)e34("iY), was sampled a t the center of each cell. A rectangle was then printed inside each cell, having the dimensions and position calculated as follows (5:127, 133). where nm represents the cell located in column n and row m of the hologram, d, and dy a.re the sampled spacing in the x and y directions, respectively, h,, is the height of the rectangle, w is the width of the rectangle, c, , is the locations of the center of the rectangle, (Prim is the sampled phase, A,, is the sampled amplitude, and n is an integer. Since the wavefront needed for moment generation had no phase (zpyq), 4 was set to zero in equation 1G. The result is c, , = nd, which means that each rectangle was centered in the appropriate cell. The amplitude was normalized so that the maximum value across the entire wavefront was one. Thus, the maximum rectangle height was the height of the cell. To obtain the best tradeoff between intensity and wavefront quality, the width of every The photoreduced CGH used in the research had 100 x 100 cells and was approximately 1 x 1 cm. The resultant wavefront was approximately .G x .6 cm. A CCD camera was placed a t plane P3 and the wavefront recorded with a VCR. The tape was then taken to a frame grabber system. ImagePro software by Data Translation Inc., was used to obtain intensity line profiles at various positions across the wavefronts. The CGH for producing the wavefront "x" is shown in Figure 3 . The printer threshold resulted in rectangles of tures required the production of the first four orders of the ordinary moments (zeroth, first, second, and third). Since the wavefront intensities varied with position, the same hologram could be used t o produce a variation in both the x and y direction by rotating the mask. Therefore, five CGHs were created ( I , x2, xy, z z y , and z3). The zeroth order moment was calculated using a 1 x 1 cm transmitting square.
Experiment
The ordinary moments were calculated with the setup shown in Figure 5 . The largest object dimension was 1.6 cm. This necessitated the use of lens L3 to.magnify the zpyq wavefront. The wavefront at plane P4 was 1.8 x 1.8 cm. For a given moment, the appropriate hologram was centered in plane 4, and the wavefront recorded at plane P3. The camera was then moved t o plane Pe, the objects sequentially centered in plane P4, and the resultant intensity patterns (plane Ps) recorded onto the VCR. The frame grabber and Image-Pro software were again used to analyze the data. The threshold utility was used to remove the background energy, leaving only the center portion of the intensity pattern, which was subsequently enlarged. The intensity value of the center pixel was used to determine the ordinary moment of the object.
The intensities of the moments, both for a given object and for the different objects, varied greatly. To record all of the values with one camera and avoid saturating the line profile, a beam-splitter and neutral density filters were placed in where m is the center pixel intensity value found with the Image-Pro software.
The meter readings were not stable, so f variations were recorded. With this information, three ordinary moment values were determined. The minimum value was calculated with the minimum Pb and the maximum Pa, the nominal value with the nominal Pa and Pb, and the maximum value with the maximum Pb and the minimum Pa. Using equations 2-11, the PSRI feature set was then calculated ( Table 1 ). The min, nom, and max labels refer to the ordinary moments used for these calculations.
After being calculated, the PSRI feature set was tested for pattern recognition potential. The testing consisted of determining whether the PSRI vectors were separable using the Euclidean distance.
The Minkowski distance between two vectors is defined as (4): where N is an integer. When N = 2, the Minkowski distance is termed the Euclidean distance.
The Euc1idea.n distance between each object's nominal vector and all other vectors was calculated (Table 2 ). An error occured if the distance to any other object vector was less than the distance to the maximum and minimum vectors of the given object. (The errors are indicated by an asterisk in Table 2 ). There were four errors, resulting in a 95.5% separation. These results indicated that the hybrid method implemented in this research produced a feature set usable for pattern recognition. 
